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In accordance with the 2018 North Cheyenne Cañon Master Plan,
the Chutes Trail will be converting from a multi-use, bi-directional trail
to a dedicated downhill mountain bike trail.
The project will include the reconfiguration and rerouting of several trails
in the area to accommodate the Chutes conversion.
When completed the Chutes will be downhill bicycle only,
the ladders will be multi-use multi directional
(providing connection from the Chamberlain Trail to Gold Camp Road),
and the Gold Camp Path will remain, bi-directional, hiking only trail.

When will the reconfiguration be completed?
The work is anticipated to being by late August 2019 and be completed by early October 2019.

Will the trail be closed during construction?
The Ladders and the top of the Chutes (Ladders to Gold Camp Road) will remain open during construction to provide
trails users the necessary trail connections from Stratton Open Space to Gold Camp Road. Trail users may encounter
construction equipment at any time on the trail during the project.
Construction for the Chutes trail will require the closures of both the new trail reroute as well as the segment of the
existing Chutes between the existing Ladders and the Chamberlain Trail. Closures will be in place for the safety of
the public, trail contractor as well as reduce the interruptions for the contractor.

What’s the significance of making the Chutes one-directional?
The moderate downhill pitch and relatively smooth tread of the Chutes has led to higher descending speeds by trail
users on mountain bikes. The increasing number of riders, hikers and runners, along with very limited sight lines on
this trail, has made it difficult to avoid conflicts over the years with uphill users, or downhill users moving at different
speeds. Dedicating the Chutes to be a downhill, bicycle only trail and providing a new uphill trail was included in the
North Cheyenne Canyon Master Plan adopted by Colorado Springs Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services.

How are other trail users being accommodated through the reroutes?
Hikers, cyclists and equestrian users will be able to use the new Ladders trail connecting the Chamberlain Trail
(Stratton Open Space) to Gold Camp Road. Cyclists and Equestrians will need to link the Chamberlain Trail and the
Ladders trail to connect uphill to Gold Camp Road. Hikers may use this connection as well as the hiking-only Gold
Camp Path.

What can bikers expect from the new rerouted experience?
The new upper section will drop from Gold Camp Road and will be rocky and include a few drops, jumps and berms.
It will be narrower and more technical than the rest of the Chutes. The newly constructed trail will provide challenges
to more experienced riders. There will be easier lines around a few of the rougher areas, so riders will have the
opportunity for skill progression over time.
This new upper section will connect to the existing Chutes trail about 1/3 of the way down. From there the existing
trail tread will be enhanced for a purpose built downhill bike trail.
Trail work will improve the drainage along the corridor while providing new rollers, table tops, enhanced berms and
a improved flow trail. The downhill designated trail will terminate at the intersection with the Chamberlain Trail.
Riders can expect to see additional trail features near the terminus of the downhill trail to slow riders down
in preparation of the intersection.

